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What is a landing page
and why is it important?

The landing page is where your audience gets taken after
clicking a link about your advertising or marketing
campaign.

The landing page is crucial.  A great landing page converts
your audience into leads or paying customers. Here's how
to make a great landing page, for free . . .



What to use in
building a landing
page?

A landing page is just like any other page.
A great plugin to use in making WordPress
pages is "Elementor Page Builder."



Elementor is a widely-used plugin compatible with any theme. It
helps create visual pages quickly. 



What are the common
types of landing
pages?
There are many types of landing pages. The
most common landing pages are:

Click-through landing page
Lead capture landing page
Sales landing page



A landing page where a CTA
button will redirect you to another
page showing your
product/service.

CTA 
button

Click-through landing page

This is best used to
introduce products and
services.



The main goal of this
landing page is to gather
personal information like
names and email adresses.

Lead capture landing page

The contact form is the
call to action and most
important part of a lead
capture page. 

In order for you to capture more leads,
make sure your offer is valuable.



It can also be in the
form of pop-ups. The
image on the right is
a pop up.

Remember to make
your offer irresistible
in order to have a
higher conversion
rate.



Sales landing page
The sales page is where the most important
conversion, availing your product, happens.

Include any of the following
in your sales page to have a
higher conversion rate:

Sale price
Limited time only
Only a few products
available
One time offer only
Money-back guarantee



You may also add a "Social Proof"
to increase conversion rate. Social
proof is the effect of another
person's opinion on your behavior.

It comes in the form of reviews
from people who have already
tried and tested your product or
service.



There are various types of landing pages. For this
report, we will focus on the common parts of a
landing page.

Parts of a landing
page

A landing page consists of the following:

Heading
Subheading
Hero Image

Specific Media
CTA Form
CTA button



Heading  Subheading

Hero Image Specific Media

A catchy marketing phrase to
attract your visitors. This should
also give your visitors a glimpse of
what you are offering.

Supports the heading. This is
where you can describe what
you are offering even more.

The hero image attracts the
visitors so they stay longer in
your site and eventually convert.
Make sure it is related to your
product/service.

These are images or videos you
add in your landing page to
make it even more informative.



Heading

Subheading

CTA (Call to Action) Button

Hero
Image



CTA FormCTA Button

The CTA or "Call to Action"
button is the most important
part of any landing page. This is
where your visitor click in order
to get something in return or
submit their information.

Some common lines in CTA
buttons include:

Get started
Subscribe

Join Free for a Month
Claim your free trial

This is used when gathering
information from visitors in order for
them to subscribe to our mailing list. 

Remember to ask as little information
as possible in your CTA form. The
fewer the fields in your form, the more
people will sign up.

Information needed is usually email
adresses and names.



Hero Image/
Specific Media

Heading

CTA Form

CTA
Button

Subheading



Design tips for a
great landing page

A greatly-designed landing page gives you a higher
conversion rate.



Some great design tips include:

 Adding related media to your landing page attracts more
visitors. A well-prepared video of your product or service
improves your conversion rate.

1.



2. Keep your forms direct and to the point. Focus only on
what is needed. Visitors are more likely to enter their
info if you limit the fields to three or less



Make sure your CTA button stands out. Use striking colors
for your CTA button and place it somewhere easy to access.

3. 



4. Studies show the first 5 seconds is the most crucial time for your
visitors. Make sure your visitor can understand what your page
is about in 5 seconds. 



Your landing page is a great way for you
to get leads. These leads will turn to sales
with the right techniques.

Keep these tips in mind and you'll have an
awesome WordPress landing page. To a
higher conversion rate! :)
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